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Abstract

The recent successes and spread of large neural
language models (LMs) call for a thorough
understanding of their computational ability.
Describing LMs’ computational abilities
through their representational capacity is a
lively area of research. However, investigation
into the representational capacity of neural
LMs has predominantly focused on their
ability to recognize formal languages. For
example, recurrent neural networks (RNN)
with Heaviside activation functions are tightly
linked to regular languages, i.e., languages
defined by finite-state automata (FSAs). Such
results, however, fall short of describing the
capabilities of RNN language models (LMs),
which are definitionally distributions over
strings. We take a fresh look at the represen-
tational capacity of RNN LMs by connecting
them to probabilistic FSAs and demonstrate
that RNN LMs with linearly bounded precision
can express arbitrary regular LMs.

https://github.com/rycolab/
nondeterministic-rnns

1 Introduction

Neural language models (LMs) excel at many NLP
tasks, e.g., machine translation, conversational AI,
text classification, and natural language inference
(Cho et al., 2014b; Albalak et al., 2022; Sun et al.,
2023; Schick and Schütze, 2021). Their strong
empirical performance suggests the need for theory
to explain what LMs can and cannot do in a formal
sense. Such theory should serve to better under-
stand as well as alleviate the practical limitations of
neural LMs. However, the most common paradigm
to perform such an analysis of neural LMs revolves
around proving which formal languages common
LM architectures can express (Ackerman and
Cybenko, 2020; Icard, 2020; Merrill et al., 2020;
Pérez et al., 2021, inter alia), i.e., to characterize
the representational capacity of neural LMs with
tools from the theory of computation.

Formally, a language model is a probability
distribution over Σ˚, the set of all strings from

*Equal contribution.

some alphabet Σ.1 We say that two language
models are weakly equivalent if they express
the same distribution over strings. PFSAs (both
deterministic and non-deterministic) and recurrent
neural LMs, e.g., those derived from Elman
recurrent neural networks (RNNs; Elman, 1990),
however, are instances of families of language
models, i.e., sets of distributions over strings that
can be represented under the specific formalism.
For instance, if one changes the parameters of a
PFSA, one arrives at a different language model.
Therefore, going beyond the formal comparison of
individual LMs, we may also desire to make formal
statements about families of models. One natural
way to construct an (upper) bound on the represen-
tational capacity of an entire family of language
models F1, e.g., those expressible by RNNs, is
to find another family of language models F2 and
show that, for every language model q P F2, there
exists a weakly equivalent p P F1. Our goal in this
paper is to show that, for every non-deterministic
PFSA, there exists a weakly equivalent RNN LM.

The approach to studying language models pre-
sented in the previous paragraph differs fundamen-
tally from most work that uses formal language
theory to study the representational capacity of lan-
guage models. Indeed, most papers try to relate
language models to language acceptors (Siegel-
mann and Sontag, 1992; Merrill et al., 2020; Pérez
et al., 2021; Merrill et al., 2022, inter alia). E.g.,
finite-state automata have been linked to RNNs ex-
tensively before (Alon et al., 1991; Indyk, 1995;
Merrill, 2019; Merrill and Tsilivis, 2022). How-
ever, acceptors are fundamentally different objects
than LMs, as they define sets of strings rather than
distributions over them. Thus, analyzing acceptors,
does not address our desire to understand recurrent
neural LMs as probability distributions over Σ˚.

In previous work, Svete and Cotterell (2023)
demonstrate a particularly close relationship
between recurrent neural language models and
deterministic PFSAs. However, their theory does
not extend to the family of non-deterministic

1An alphabet is a finite, non-empty set of symbols.
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Exact simulation
with sparsemax and
∥¨∥1 normalization.

Cor. 3.1

Exact simulation
with softmax,

log activation, and ´8.

Cor. 3.2

Approximate simulation
with softmax and
log activation.

Thm. 4.1

Approximate simulation
with softmax
and an MLP.

Thm. 4.2

Figure 1: A roadmap of the results in this paper describing the representational capacity of Elman LMs. We start with
an intuitive result showing how a sparsemax RNN with an ∥¨∥1-normalized hidden state can exactly simulate a regular
LM. We then bring these modeling choices closer to practical implementations, leading us to the final result, which
shows how sparsemax Elman LMs with an MLP-transformed hidden state can approximate arbitrary regular LMs.

PFSAs because it is a basic fact of probabilistic
formal language theory that not all PFSAs can
be determinized (Allauzen and Mohri, 2003).
To date, no corresponding result exists for the
non-deterministic case. To fill this void, we give a
construction that shows real-time ReLU-activated
Elman RNNs (Elman LMs) with linearly bounded
precision can exactly simulate or arbitrary ap-
proximate non-deterministic PFSAs depending
on the components employed in the network.
Concretely, we show that (1) Elman LMs with
the sparsemax function (Martins and Astudillo,
2016) can represent any regular LM exactly;
and, (2) Elman LMs with the softmax projection
function and a nonlinear output function can
approximate a regular LM arbitrarily well. The
roadmap of the paper is presented in Fig. 1.

2 Preliminaries

We begin by introducing some preliminaries.

2.1 Language Modeling

Most modern neural LMs define the probability
p pyq of a string y P Σ˚ as a product of conditional
probability distributions p, i.e.,

p pyq def“ p pEOS | yq
|y|ź

t“1

p pyt | yătq , (1)

where EOS R Σ is a special end-of-sequence sym-
bol. A language model expressed as in Eq. (1) is
called autoregressive. Let Σ def“ Σ Y tEOSu. Then,
each p pyt | yătq is a distribution over Σ. Addition-
ally, we may also consider ε-augmented language
models where each p is a distribution over Σ Y tεu
where ε R Σ is a special symbol not in the alphabet
that represents the empty string. This allows the
language model to perform computations longer
than the length of the string it generates. An au-
toregressive language model is called real-time if
each p is only a distribution over Σ, i.e., not over
Σ Y tεu. Throughout this paper, we construct and

investigate the expressivity of real-time autoregres-
sive language models based on RNNs.

At a high level, we are interested in encoding
real-time LMs as RNN LMs. To do so, we need
a notion of equivalence between language models.
In this paper, we will work with weak equivalence.

Definition 2.1. Two LMs p and q over Σ˚ are
weakly equivalent if p pyq “ q pyq for all y P Σ˚.

2.2 Regular Language Models
Probabilistic finite-state automata are a well-
understood real-time computational model.
Definition 2.2. A probabilistic finite-state automa-
ton (PFSA) is a 5-tuple pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq where Σ
is an alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, τ Ď
QˆΣˆQě0 ˆQ is a finite set of weighted transi-
tions where we write transitions pq, y, w, q1q P τ as

q
y{wÝÝÑ q1,2 and λ, ρ : Q Ñ Qě0 are functions that

assign each state its initial and final weight, respec-
tively. Moreover, for all states q P Q, τ, λ and ρ sat-
isfy

ř
qPQ λ pqq “ 1, and

ř

q
y{wÝÝÑq1Pτ

w ` ρ pqq “ 1.

We next define some basic concepts. A
PFSA A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq is deterministic if
|tq | λ pqq ą 0u| “ 1 and, for every q P Q, y P Σ,

there is at most one q1 P Q such that q
y{wÝÝÑ q1 P τ

with w ą 0.3 Any state q where λ pqq ą 0 is
called an initial state, and if ρ pqq ą 0, it is called
a final state. A path p of length N is a sequence
of subsequent transitions in A, denoted as

q1
y1{w1ÝÝÝÑ q2

y2{w2ÝÝÝÑ q3¨ ¨ ¨qN yN {wNÝÝÝÝÑ qN`1. (2)

The yield of a path is s ppq def“ y1 . . . yN . The
prefix weight rw of a path p is the product of

2We further assume a pq, y, q1q triple appears in at most
one element of τ .

3In this paper, we do not distinguish between a transition
for a given symbol with weight w “ 0 and the absence of a
transition on that symbol. That is, we assume there always

exists a transition q
y{wÝÝÑ q1 P τ for any q, q1 P Q and y P Σ,

albeit possibly with w “ 0. Such a choice turns out to be
useful in our technical exposition; see Alg. 1.
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the transition and initial weights, whereas the
weight of a path additionally has the final weight
multiplied in. In symbols, this means

rwppq def“
Nź

n“0

wn, (3) wppq def“
N`1ź

n“0

wn, (4)

with w0
def“ λpq1q and wN`1

def“ ρpqN`1q. We write
P pAq for the set of all paths in A and we write
P pA,yq for the set of all paths in A with yield y.
The sum of weights of all paths that yield a certain
string y P Σ˚ is called the stringsum, given in the
notation below

A pyq def“
ÿ

pPP pA,yq
w ppq . (5)

The stringsum gives the probability of the string y.
We say a state q P Q is accessible if there exists a
path with non-zero weight from an initial state to
q. A state q P Q is co-accessible if there exists a
path with non-zero weight from q to a final state.
An automaton in which all states are accessible and
co-accessible is called trim.

PFSAs as Autoregressive Language Models.
We now show how a PFSA A induces a LM pA
over strings y P Σ˚. By Def. 2.2, the weights of all
available transitions of a PFSA in state q, together
with the final weight, define a probability distribu-
tion over the next action, i.e., taking a transition
or halting. We can translate this into a distribution
over Σ where EOS corresponds to halting. In the
following, we use the notation y P Σ and y P Σ
to distinguish between symbols that could be EOS

and those that cannot, respectively. Specifically,
we can define the probability over Σ as follows

pA pyt | q,yătq“

$
’&
’%

ÿ

q
yt{wÝÝÝÑq1

w if yt P Σ

ρ pqq if yt “ EOS.

(6)

Moreover, in a PFSA, the probability of y is condi-
tionally independent of yăt given the state q, i.e.,

pA pyt | q,yătq “ pA pyt | qq. (7)

Finally, using the law of total probability, we can
define an autoregressive language model as

pA pyt | yătq def“
ÿ

qPQ
pA pyt | qq pA pq | yătq

“
ÿ

qPQ
pA pyt | qq pA pq,yătq

pA pyătq (8a)

“
ÿ

qPQ
pA pyt | qq pA pq,yătqř

q1PQ pA pq1,yătq , (8b)

where pA pq,yătq can be written as

pA pq,yătq “
˜

Ñ
λ

J tź

s“1

Tpysq
¸

q

, (9)

where
Ñ
λ and Tpysq refer to the vectorized initial

function and symbol-specific transition matrices of
the PFSA A, respectively; see App. A for a full
specification. Eq. (8a) shows that a PFSA induces
a language model pA as in Eq. (1) through the
conditional probabilities defined above.

Definition 2.3. An LM p is a regular language
model if there exists a PFSA A whose induced
language model pA is weakly equivalent to pA.

See Fig. 2 for examples of PFSAs that induce
regular language models over Σ “ ta, bu.

PFSAs and FSAs. Although PFSAs share many
properties with unweighted (boolean-weighted)
finite-state automata, one important difference
relates to determinization. In the unweighted case,
the class of deterministic and non-deterministic
FSAs are equivalent, i.e., any non-deterministic
FSA has an equivalent deterministic FSA that
accepts the same language. This result, however,
does not hold for PFSAs: There exist PFSAs
that admit no deterministic equivalent (Mohri,
1997; Buchsbaum et al., 2000), meaning that non-
deterministic PFSAs are strictly more expressive
than deterministic ones. For example, the PFSA
in Fig. 2b is non-deterministic and does not admit
a deterministic equivalent, since ppabnq cannot be
expressed as a single term for arbitrary n P Ně0.

2.3 Recurrent Neural Language Models
Recurrent neural LMs are LMs whose conditional
probabilities are given by a recurrent neural
network. Throughout this paper, we will focus on
Elman RNNs (Elman, 1990) as they are the easiest
to analyze and special cases of more common net-
works, e.g., those based on long short-term memory
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q0{1

q1{0.1

q2{0.1

a{0.4

a{0.6

b{0.9

b{0.9

q1
0{1 q1

1{0.1
a{1

b{0.9

ppabnq : 1 ¨ 0.4 ¨ 0.9n ¨ 0.1 ` 1 ¨ 0.6 ¨ 0.9n ¨ 0.1
(a) A determinizable PFSA and its deterministic version.

q0{1

q1{0.1

q2{0.9

a{0.4

a{0.6

b{0.9

b{0.1

ppabnq : 1 ¨ 0.4 ¨ 0.9n ¨ 0.1 ` 1 ¨ 0.6 ¨ 0.1n ¨ 0.9
(b) A non-determinizable PFSA.

Figure 2: Examples of PFSAs inducing probability distributions over ta, bu˚. Numbers in green signify initial
weights, and numbers in red signify final weights.

(LSTM; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and
gated recurrent units (GRUs; Cho et al., 2014a).
Definition 2.4. An Elman RNN (ERNN) R “`
QD,Σ, σ,U,V,b,η

˘
is an RNN with the follow-

ing hidden state recurrence:

h0 “ η pt “ 0q (10a)

ht “ α pUht´1 ` Vrpytq ` bq pt ą 0q, (10b)

where ht P QD is the hidden state vector4 at time
step t, η P QD is an initialization parameter, yt P
Σ is the input symbol at time step t, r : Σ Ñ QR is
a symbol representation function, U P QDˆD and
V P QDˆR are parameter matrices, b P QD is a
bias vector, and α : QD Ñ QD is an element-wise
non-linear activation function.

Because ht hides the string that was consumed
by the Elman RNN, we also use the evocative
notation hpyq to denote the result of the appli-
cation of Eq. (10b) over the string y “ y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yt.
Common examples of α include the element-wise
application of ReLU, i.e., ReLUpxq def“ maxp0, xq,
the Heaviside function Hpxq def“ 1 tx ą 0u and the
sigmoid function σpxq def“ 1

1`expp´xq . The ReLU
function is the most common choice of activation
in modern deep learning and the focus of our
analysis in this paper (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
To define an autoregressive language model, an
Elman RNN constructs a distribution over the
next symbol in Σ by transforming the hidden state
using some function F : RD Ñ R|Σ|.
Definition 2.5. Let R be an ERNN and F : RD Ñ
R|Σ| a differentiable function. An Elman LM is
an LM whose conditional distributions are de-
fined by projecting F pht´1q onto the probabil-
ity simplex ∆|Σ|´1 using a projection function

4Throughout this paper all vectors are column vectors.

π : R|Σ| Ñ ∆|Σ|´1:

pR pyt | yătq def“ π pF pht´1qqyt . (11)

We call F an output function.

The vector F pht´1q P R|Σ| thus represents a
vector of |Σ| values that are later projected onto
∆|Σ|´1 to define pR pyt | yătq. The most common
choice for the projection function π is the softmax
defined for x P RN , N P N, and n P rN s as

σpxqn def“ exp pλxnq
řN
n1“1 exp pλxn1q , (12)

where λ P R is called the inverse temperature
parameter. Softmax may be viewed as the solution
to the following convex optimization problem:

σpxq “ argmax
zP∆N´1

zJx ` Hpzq, (13)

where Hpzq def“ ´řN
n“1 zn log zn is the Shannon

entropy.5 An important limitation of the softmax
is that it implies the LM has full support, i.e.,
an Elman LM with a softmax projection assigns
positive probability to all strings in Σ˚. To
construct Elman LMs without full support, we also
consider the sparsemax (Martins and Astudillo,
2016) as our projection function:

sparsemaxpxq def“ argmin
zP∆N´1

∥z ´ x∥22. (14)

Note that this, too, is a convex optimization
problem. In contrast to the softmax function,
sparsemax is the identity on ∆N´1, i.e., we have
sparsemaxpxq “ x for x P ∆N´1.

5See Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004, Ex. 25) for a
derivation.
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Common output functions. We now outline
three special cases of F which will be useful in
our exposition.

• Affine output Elman LMs. A common way
to implement F is as an affine transformation.
In that case, F takes the form of F phq def“
Eh ` d for some E P R|Σ|ˆD,d P R|Σ|. We
call E the output matrix.

• Non-linear output Elman LMs. In this case,
F is an arbitrary non-linear function.

• Deep output Elman LMs. F is often
implemented as a multi-layer perceptron in
practice (Pascanu et al., 2014). In that case,
we call F a deep output Elman LM.

To concretely discuss the deep output Elman LMs,
we now give the definition of a multi-layer percep-
tron, a common non-linear model we will deploy
as the output function of the Elman RNN. Our
definition is precise since we will later require an
application of a universal approximation theorem.

Definition 2.6. A multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
F : RN Ñ RM is a function defined as the compo-
sition of elementary functions f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,fL

F pxq def“ fL ˝ fL´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f1 pxq , (15)

where each function fℓ for ℓ P rLs is defined as

fℓpxq def“ β pWℓx ` bℓq ℓ P rL´ 1s (16a)

fLpxq def“ WLx ` bL, (16b)

where Wℓ P RNℓˆMℓ is a weight matrix with di-
mensions Nℓ and Mℓ specific to layer ℓ, bℓ P RMℓ

is a bias vector, and β is an element-wise non-
linear activation function. The function f1 is called
the input layer, the function fL is called the output
layer, and the function fℓ for ℓ “ 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , L´ 1 are
called hidden layers.6

Besides their common application in neural LMs,
MLPs with various activation functions also pos-
sess well-understood approximation abilities (Cy-
benko, 1989; Funahashi, 1989; Hornik et al., 1989;
Pinkus, 1999). This makes their application to our
goal—approximating language models—natural.
In our constructions, we concretely focus on the
result by Pinkus (1999) due to its generality. We

6Note that we refer to MLPs by the number of hidden
layers, e.g., a one-layer-MLP is an MLP with one hidden layer.

restate it below in our own words, slightly adapting
it to our use case:7

Theorem 2.1 (Pinkus (1999, Theorem 3.1)). For
any continuous, non-polynomial element-wise
activation function β, any continuous function
G : RN Ñ RM , any compact subset K Ă RN ,
and any ϵ ą 0, there exists a single-layer MLP
F : RN Ñ RM with activation function β such
that max

xPK }Gpxq ´ Fpxq}8 ă ϵ.

Bounded Precision. We assume the hidden
states ht to be rational vectors. An important con-
sideration in processing strings y P Σ˚ is then
the number of bits required to represent the entries
in ht and how the number of bits scales with the
length of the string, |y|. This motivates the defini-
tion of precision.

Definition 2.7. The precision ψ pyq of an Elman
RNN is the number of bits required to represent the
entries of h pyq:

ψ pyq def“ max
dPrDs

min
p,qPN,

p
q

“hpyqd
rlog2 ps ` rlog2 qs. (17)

We say that an Elman RNN is of

• constant precision if ψ pyq “ O p1q, i.e., if
ψ pyq ď C for all y P Σ˚ and some C P R,

• logarithmically bounded precision if ψ pyq “
O plog |y|q, i.e., if there exist T0 P N and
C P R such that for all y P Σ˚ with |y| ě T0,
ψ pyq ď C log2 |y|,

• linearly bounded precision if ψ pyq “
O p|y|q, i.e., if there exist T0 P N and C P R
such that for all y P Σ˚ with |y| ě T0,
ψ pyq ď C|y|, and

• unbounded precision if ψ pyq cannot be
bounded by a function of |y|.

The constructions in the existing literature range
from constant to unbounded precision. The RNNs
considered by Svete and Cotterell (2023), encod-
ing of deterministic PFSAs, for example, are of
constant precision. Weiss et al. (2018); Merrill
(2019); Merrill et al. (2020), etc., consider models

7In his original theorem, Pinkus (1999) only proves the
approximation for real-valued functions G, i.e., M “ 1. Our
restatement trivially extends the original theorem to a range
of RM noting that one can use one large single-layer MLP
consisting of M separate single-layer MLPs in parallel to ap-
proximate M individual functions. Furthermore, the original
theorem also proves the converse direction that for polynomial
β no such MLP exists, which we drop for brevity.
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with logarithmically bounded precision. In contrast,
Siegelmann and Sontag (1992) and Nowak et al.
(2023) require unbounded precision to be able to
represent possibly infinite running times required
for the Turing completeness of RNNs.

3 Exact Simulation

This section presents our results on the exact simu-
lation (that is, weak equivalence) of regular LMs
with both sparsemax as well as softmax-normalized
Elman LMs. The results rely on Thm. 3.1, which
provides the basis for all our subsequent results
by showing that Elman RNNs with linear precision
can compute the state–string distributions pA pq,yq
(cf. Eq. (9)) of any PFSA A.

A note on notation. Throughout the paper, we
implicitly index vectors and matrices directly with
symbols for conciseness. Concretely, we assume
an implicit ordering of the symbols and a corre-
sponding ordering of the vector and matrix en-
tries. This ordering is effected through a bijection
n : Σ Ñ r|Σ|s (or any other set in place of Σ). We
then define, for x P R|Σ|, xy

def“ xnpyq and, for
X P R|Σ|ˆ|Σ|, Xy,y1 def“ Xnpyq,npy1q for y, y1 P Σ.

Theorem 3.1. Let A be a PFSA with the state–
string distribution pA pq,yďtq (cf. Eq. (9)). Then,
there exists an Elman RNN R with linearly
bounded precision such that for all q P Q and
all yďt “ y1 . . . yt P Σ˚

hpyďtqpq,yq “ 1 ty “ ytu pA pq,yătq . (18)

Proof intuition. The proof translates the compu-
tation of the state–string probabilities under the
PFSA (cf. Eq. (9)) into the recurrence of the Elman
RNN. See App. B for the details. ■

3.1 Sparsemax-normalized Elman LMs
We now present the first result on the representa-
tional capacity of Elman LMs of linearly bounded
precision: A lower bound showing that they can im-
plement any regular LM, including those induced
by non-deterministic PFSAs. This is formally cap-
tured by the following corollary of Thm. 3.1.

Corollary 3.1. Let A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq be a trim
PFSA inducing the tight LM pA. Then, there exists
a weakly equivalent, sparsemax-normalized non-
linear output Elman LM.

Proof intuition. Considering Eq. (8a), ht´1 con-
tains all the information needed to compute

pA pyt | yătq. In accordance with Eq. (8b), the
hidden state is ∥¨∥1-normalized and then multi-
plied by the output matrix E containing the values
pA py | qq. See App. C for the full derivation. ■

3.2 Softmax-normalized Elman LMs
Cor. 3.1 shows that sparsemax-normalized Elman
LMs can simulate any non-deterministic PFSA af-
ter normalizing the hidden states to unit ∥¨∥1 norm.
The sparsemax function, which is used in place
of softmax, constitutes a crucial part of our con-
struction. However, it is more standard to use the
softmax in a practical implementation of an El-
man RNN, but the softmax does not, unlike the
sparsemax, equal the identity function on ∆N´1;
softmax pxq ‰ x for x P ∆N´1. Luckily, by us-
ing a different output function F, we can achieve
weak equivalence using the softmax projection
function as well.

Corollary 3.2. Let A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq be a trim
PFSA inducing the tight LM pA. Then, there ex-
ists a weakly equivalent, softmax-normalized non-
linear output Elman LM with an R-valued F, where
R def“ R Y t´8,8u are the extended reals.

Proof intuition. The idea behind this construction
is similar to that of Cor. 3.1. Rather than the explicit
∥¨∥1-normalization, however, this construction re-
lies on an (´8-augmented) log transformation of
the hidden state before the softmax normalization,
which computes the appropriate probabilities from
Eq. (8a). See App. C for the details. ■

4 Approximate Simulation

§3 concerns itself with the exact simulation of regu-
lar LMs with Elman LMs. The softmax-normalized
result from Cor. 3.2, particularly, shows that a non-
linear output Elman LM with an extended-real-
valued function F and a softmax projection func-
tion can perfectly simulate any PFSA. The con-
struction, however, relies on the use of the extended
reals. Restricting the output function F to the R
induces approximation errors due to the full sup-
port of the softmax on real vectors. To bring the
results on the representational capacity of Elman
LM even closer to practical implementations, we
now discuss how an R-vector-valued output func-
tion F can be used to approximate regular LMs
with Elman RNNs with vanishingly small approx-
imation error. We first consider F implemented
by a custom non-linear function (the log) and later
as a common multi-layer perceptron. We use total
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variation distance to measure the approximation
error between two language models:

Definition 4.1. Let p and q be two probability dis-
tributions over Σ˚. Then the total variation dis-
tance between p and q is given by

TVDpp, qq def“ 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚
|ppyq ´ qpyq|. (19)

4.1 Approximation with log

We first show how regular LMs can be approxi-
mated with R-valued output functions. The follow-
ing theorem states that the ´8 from Cor. 3.1 can
be avoided—all outputs can be R-valued—if we
allow for an (arbitrarily small) approximation error.

Theorem 4.1. For any PFSA A with induced
LM pA and any ϵ ą 0, there exists a ReLU-
activated non-linear output Elman LM pR with
an R-vector-valued function F : RD Ñ RD such
that TVDppA, pRq ă ϵ.

Proof intuition. The proof relies on approximating
the arbitrary PFSA A with a full support PFSA A1
which approximates the LM induced by A arbi-
trarily well in terms of the total variation distance.
Since A1 has full support, it can be represented ex-
actly by a softmax-normalized Elman RNN with
the same mechanism as in Cor. 3.2, resulting in a
recurrent LM approximating the original PFSA A.
See App. D for the full proof. ■

This provides an approximation analog to
Cor. 3.1. Due to the absence of infinities, this result
is more representative of practical implementations.
Nevertheless, the use of the log output function is
non-standard. We address this in the next section.

4.2 Approximation with Pinkus (1999)
§4.1 brings the results from §3 to a more practical
setting by considering the approximation of string
probabilities. The usage of the non-standard log
transformation, however, is still unsatisfactory. In
this section, we extend the result from the previ-
ous section to the most practically relevant setting,
in which we consider the approximation of string
probabilities under a regular LM using an Elman
LM with an output function in the form of an MLP.
Since such models are common practice in modern
LMs (Pascanu et al., 2014), we consider this to be
the most impactful result of our investigation.

Concretely, we show that the approximation abil-
ities of ReLU-activated deep neural networks allow

us to approximate the conditional probabilities
of a PFSA arbitrarily well, providing theoretical
backing for the strong performance of softmax-
normalized ERNNs on regular languages.8

Theorem 4.2. Let pA be a regular LM induced
by a PFSA A and let ϵ ą 0. Then, there exists a
ReLU-activated, softmax-normalized deep output
Elman LM pR such that TVDppA, pRq ă ϵ.

Proof intuition. The final construction relies on ap-
proximating two functions: (1) the LM induced
by the arbitrary A with a full support PFSA A1
and (2) the log output function. Thm. 4.1 solves
step (1) while the application of Thm. 2.1 to the
approximation of log solves step (2). Importantly,
the full support assumption provides the necessary
compact domain over which log is approximated.
See App. D for the full proof. ■

5 Discussion

§§ 3 and 4 present a series of results describing the
probabilistic representational capacity of Elman
LMs. The results range from theorems that are sim-
ple, but detached from practical implementations
(Cors. 3.1 and 3.2), to more elaborate theorems that
describe the approximation abilities of Elman LMs
with modeling choices very close to those used in
practice (Thm. 4.1). All results lower-bound the
probabilistic representational capacity of Elman
LMs, i.e., they state what Elman LM can do. We
discuss the implications of these lower bounds here.

Approximation abilities of softmax-normalized
Elman LMs. The most practically relevant re-
sult in our paper is the approximation result of
Thm. 4.2. Indeed, other results in this paper can
be seen as a step-by-step build-up, each stripping
away unpractical assumptions leading to this final
approximation result. Thm. 4.2 shows that Elman
LMs can approximate not only the individual con-
ditional probabilities but rather any tight regular
LM arbitrarily well as measured by total variation
distance. Note that while arbitrarily good approx-
imation of the conditional probabilities does not
necessarily imply the arbitrarily good approxima-
tion of full string probabilities (string probabilities

8Our construction applies an approximation result by
Pinkus (1999), which characterizes wide fixed-depth neural
networks. An analogous result could naturally be stated for
fixed-width deep ReLU networks by applying any of the ap-
proximation theorems that cover such cases (e.g., Montúfar
et al., 2014; Yarotsky, 2017; Raghu et al., 2017; Hanin, 2019).
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are computed by multiplying the conditional prob-
abilities of the individual symbols arbitrarily many
times, resulting in a potentially large error), the
assumption of tightness nevertheless allows us to
make the total variation arbitrarily small—since
the probability mass of a sufficiently long string
under a tight language model diminishes with the
string length, the strings with accumulating error
only contribute marginally to the total variation dis-
tance between the true regular LM and its neural
approximation.

Non-determinism and neural LMs. One of the
main motivations for this investigation was cap-
turing the non-determinism of regular LMs with
neural LMs. Non-determinism is a prevalent notion
in formal language theory as it allows both for more
expressive formalisms as well as a more concise
and intuitive construction of formal models of com-
putation (Hopcroft et al., 2006, Ch. 2). However,
existing work has not addressed the implications
of non-determinism on the link between regular
LMs and neural LMs. To resolve this, the construc-
tions presented here propose direct ways of im-
plementing non-deterministic PFSAs with Elman
LMs by means of linearly increasing the precision
of hidden states, which is able to model all pos-
sible decisions of the PFSA directly. This allows
us to lower-bound the representational capacity of
real-time Elman LMs (cf. Cor. 3.1). This lower
bound implies Elman LMs with linearly bounded
precision are strictly more expressive than their
counterparts with finite precision, which are only
able to express deterministic PFSAs (Svete and
Cotterell, 2023). To the best of our knowledge,
our construction is the first connection that tackles
non-determinism directly by emulating the compu-
tation of string probabilities in real time.9 More-
over, addressing non-determinism also allows us to
compress otherwise determinizable automata into
weakly equivalent non-deterministic ones and, thus,
implement them in possibly exponentially smaller
space (Buchsbaum et al., 2000) by directly sim-
ulating the smaller non-deterministic automaton
with an Elman LM, a substantial improvement over
existing work.10

9Alternatively, one could define neural LMs that simulate
all accepting paths individually, which would necessitate the
introduction of some form of non-determinism into the neural
architecture (Nowak et al., 2023, 2024).

10While such an LM would still require a hidden state
linear in the number of states (like in the deterministic case),
the number of states of the non-deterministic automaton

On the role of real-time processing. We
limit ourselves to the real-time processing of
strings by Elman LMs, as this most realistically
captures how most modern LMs work (Weiss
et al., 2018). Moreover, real-time Elman LMs
are not upper-bounded by regular LMs. Using
the same stack encoding function as Nowak et al.
(2023), one can show that Elman LMs with linearly
bounded precision can probabilistically generate
a weighting of a context-free Dyck language of
nested parentheses because simulating the required
stack can be performed in real-time.11 Moreover,
by simulating multiple stacks, Elman LMs can
simulate real-time Turing machines with arbitrarily
many tapes (Nowak et al., 2023), resulting in com-
putational power exceeding that of PFSAs (Rabin,
1963; Rosenberg, 1967). Going beyond real-time
processing, a classical result by Siegelmann and
Sontag (1992), and extended to the probabilistic
case by Nowak et al. (2023), establishes that RNNs
with unbounded precision can simulate Turing
machines. However, the requirement of unbounded
precision (and thereby computation time) is a
departure from how RNNs function in practice.
Nowak et al. (2023) place upper and lower bounds
on the types of LMs ReLU-activated Elman RNNs
can represent. Our real-time results stand in
contrast to such Turing completeness theorems.

Space complexity of emulating regular LMs.
Our constructions show that hidden states of size
O p|Q||Σ|q are sufficient to simulate arbitrary regu-
lar LMs. While we do not address the lower bounds
on the space required for the simulation of regular
LMs, we conjecture that existing lower bounds for
deterministic PFSAs apply here (Svete and Cot-
terell, 2023, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). Concretely,
the size of the Elman LM is lower-bounded by
min

`|Q|, |Σ|˘ due to the softmax bottleneck prin-
ciple (Yang et al., 2018; Svete et al., 2024; Boren-
stein et al., 2024). Because the PFSA inducing
a regular LM can, in general, define |Q| proba-
bility distributions over Σ, a weakly equivalent
Elman LM needs to model a Ω

`
min

`|Q|, |Σ|˘˘-
dimensional space of logits to match the condi-
tional probability distributions. This, in general,
requires Ω

`
min

`|Q|, |Σ|˘˘-dimensional hidden
states (Chang and McCallum, 2022).

would be smaller.
11Note that all (probabilistic) context-free languages can be

recognized in real-time (Greibach, 1965; Abney et al., 1999).
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Probabilistic Regular Languages. The rela-
tionship between RNNs and FSAs has attracted
a lot of attention, resulting in a well-understood
connection between RNNs and binary regular
languages (Kleene, 1956; Cleeremans et al., 1989;
Korsky and Berwick, 2019; Merrill, 2019; Merrill
et al., 2020), as well as between RNNs and deter-
ministic probabilistic regular languages (Svete and
Cotterell, 2023). To the best of our knowledge,
Peng et al. (2018) are the first to discuss recurrent
neural models that can simulate the computation of
string probabilities under a set of distinct PFSAs.
In particular, each dimension of the network’s
hidden state represents the probability of the input
string under a specific PFSA. Their construction,
however, does not consider the lower bound of
representational capacity of standard RNN archi-
tectures such as the Elman RNN, and, importantly,
despite being weighted, is not connected to the
language modeling setting. While some aspects
of our construction resemble theirs, we notably
extend it to the language modeling setting, where
the generalization to the probabilistic case (Icard,
2020) is especially relevant.

6 Conclusion

We study a practically relevant formulation of
Elman LMs with real-time processing and linear
precision with respect to the string length and
describe its probabilistic representational capacity
in terms of regular LMs. Concretely, we show
that Elman LMs with non-standard normalization
and activation functions can simulate arbitrary
non-deterministic PFSAs (Cors. 3.1 and 3.2).
We then extend these exact simulation results to
approximation-based ones, where we show that
Elman LMs as used in practice can approximate
regular LMs arbitrarily well as measured by
total variation distance (Thm. 4.2). The intuitive
constructions provide a better understanding
of the representational capacity of Elman LMs
and showcase the probabilistic representational
capacity of Elman LMs in a new light.

Limitations

Since we only present lower bounds on the repre-
sentational capacity of Elman LMs and no upper
bounds, we do not provide a complete picture of
their representational capacity. We also do not con-
sider the learnability of regular LMs with Elman
LMs. This crucial part of language modeling is a

much harder problem that remains to be tackled.
However, many existing results from formal lan-
guage theory show that learning regular LMs based
on only positive examples (as done in modern ap-
proaches to language modeling) is hard or even
impossible (Gold, 1967; Kearns and Valiant, 1994).
The same naturally holds for the more expressive
models of computation that Elman LMs can also
emulate. This puts hard bounds on what can be
learned in the language modeling framework from
data alone, irrespective of the concrete parameteri-
zation of the model—be it RNNs, transformers, or
any other model.

The restriction to the consideration of regular
LMs of course fails to consider the non-regular
phenomena of human language (Chomsky, 1957).
While limits of human cognition might suggest that
large portions of human language can be modeled
by regular mechanisms (Hewitt et al., 2020; Svete
et al., 2024), such formalisms lack the structure
and interpretability of some mechanisms higher on
the Chomsky hierarchy. However, the possibility
of simulating many other real-time models of com-
putation suggests that linearly bounded precision
Elman LMs might indeed be able to capture more
than just regular aspects of human language.
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A Computation of String Probabilities Under PFSAs

In this section, we describe how a general PFSA computes string probabilities using standard linear
algebra notation. This will allow for a concise connection to the Elman recurrence (cf. Eq. (10b))
later. Let A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq be a PFSA and let y P Σ˚ be a string. Let

␣
Tpyq | y P Σ

(
be the set of

symbol-specific transition matrices of A, i.e., the matrices with entries

T
pyq
pq,q1q

def“
#
w if q y{wÝÝÑ q1 P τ
0 otherwise

. (20)

That is, Tpyq
pq,q1q denotes the probability of transitioning from state q to state q1 with the symbol y. Then,

the probability of a string y “ y1 . . . yT P Σ˚ under A is given by:

pA pyq “ Ñ
λ

J
Tpy1qTpy2q ¨ ¨ ¨TpyT qÑ

ρ , (21)

where
Ñ
λ

def“ pλpqqqqPQ and
Ñ
ρ

def“ pρpqqqqPQ are vectors whose elements are the initial and final weights of
the states of A, respectively (Peng et al., 2018).

B Construction of an RNN to Simulate PFSAs

Theorem 3.1. Let A be a PFSA with the state–string distribution pA pq,yďtq (cf. Eq. (9)). Then, there
exists an Elman RNN R with linearly bounded precision such that for all q P Q and all yďt “ y1 . . . yt P
Σ˚

hpyďtqpq,yq “ 1 ty “ ytu pA pq,yătq . (18)

Proof. To prove Thm. 3.1 we must, for any (possibly non-deterministic) PFSA A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq,
construct an Elman RNN that keeps track of the state–string probabilities in its hidden states. At a high
level, we want to show that the equality Eq. (18) holds for all string prefixes yďt P Σ˚ for all time steps
t P N, that is, it is an invariance that holds for all t P N. We provide the full construction of the RNN in
multiple steps. The construction uses a hidden dimension of D “ |Q||Σ|.
Initial condition. The initial hidden state, h0 “ η encodes the initial probability distribution over
Q—the one defined by the initial weighting function λ—but only for positions corresponding to a single
arbitrary dummy input symbol y0 P Σ:12

ηpq,y0q
def“ λpqq, @q P Q “ pA pq, εq . (22)

Encoding the transition function. The Elman recurrence (cf. Eq. (10b)) will effectively simulate
the dynamics of the PFSA. Intuitively, the updates to the hidden state will be analogous to parts of the
computation Eq. (21); the individual updates to the hidden state (through the multiplication with the
recurrence matrix U) are analogous to the multiplications with the matrices Tpyq. However, since the
RNN cannot choose among the possible transition matrices

␣
Tpyq | y P Σ

(
when updating the hidden

state (unlike the PFSA), the hidden state update rule will perform all possible transitions in parallel and
then mask out the transitions that are not applicable to the current symbol.

The recurrence matrix U P RDˆD thus encodes the transition weights. By having access to the hidden
state ht through the matrix–vector multiplication, U performs all possible transitions of the PFSA, i.e.,
the transitions for all symbols, in parallel. That is, for each symbol y P Σ, it computes a new distribution
over states pA pq,yďtyq.

The entries of the recurrence matrix are set as follows, for all y1 P Σ:

Upq1,y1q,pq,yq
def“
#
w | if q y{wÝÝÑ q1 P τ
0 | otherwise

. (23)

12Throughout the text, we assume that all non-specified entries of the parameters are set to 0.
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Since y1 is free, the product Uht´1 copies pA pq | yătq into every entry associated with q. Visually, the
recurrence matrix U consists of the transition matrices of each symbol, stacked vertically and copied
horizontally, e.g., if Σ “ ta, b, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zu:

U “

»
———–

Upaq Upbq ¨ ¨ ¨ Upzq
Upaq Upbq ¨ ¨ ¨ Upzq

...
...

...
...

Upaq Upbq ¨ ¨ ¨ Upzq

fi
ffiffiffifl P RDˆD, (24)

where each transition matrix Upyq def“ pTpyqqJ has entries

U
pyq
q1,q

def“
#
w | if q y{wÝÝÑ q1 P τ
0 | otherwise

. (25)

This way, multiplication with the recurrence matrix preserves the invariance in Eq. (18):

pUhtqpq1,yq “
ÿ

q
y{wÝÝÑq1Pτ

w ¨ pA pq,yďtq (26a)

“
ÿ

qPQ
pA

`
y, q1 | q˘ ¨ pA pq,yďtq (26b)

“
ÿ

qPQ
pA

`
y, q1 | q,yďt

˘ ¨ pA pq,yďtq (26c)

“
ÿ

qPQ
pA

`
y, q1 | q,yďt

˘ ¨ pA pq | yďtq ¨ pA pyďtq (26d)

“
˜ÿ

qPQ
pA

`
y, q1 | q,yďt

˘ ¨ pA pq | yďtq
¸

¨ pA pyďtq (26e)

“ pA
`
y, q1 | yďt

˘ ¨ pA pyďtq (26f)

“ pA
`
y, q1,yďt

˘
(26g)

“ pA
`
q1,yďty

˘
. (26h)

We now have a distribution over states and symbols given the history. However, at time step t we also
observe the actual input symbol, meaning that we want to only retain the distribution over states for the
observed symbol.

We use the input matrix V and the bias vector b to zero out parts of the hidden state so that it only
retains the probabilities of states reachable by reading the current symbol yt and sets the rest to 0. Since
the ReLU activation function zeroes out negative values, it will be sufficient to subtract an appropriate
bias term from the entries associated with unobserved symbols. This can be achieved by defining, for
any q P Q and y P Σ:

Vpq,yq,pyq
def“ 1, (27a)

b
def“ ´1D, (27b)

where 1D is a D-dimensional vector of ones. This ensures that the negative bias values are balanced
by the product Vrpytq exactly for the tuple entries associated with symbol yt:

h pyďtyqpq1,y1q “ ReLU
`
Upq1,y1qh pyďtq ` Vpq1,y1qJyK ` bpq1,y1q

˘
(28a)

“ ReLU
`
pA

`
q1,yďty

˘ ` 1
␣
y1 “ y

( ´ 1
˘

(28b)

“ 1
␣
y1 “ y

(
pA

`
q1,yďty

˘
. (28c)

Since probability scores cannot be greater than 1, the values corresponding to symbols that were not
observed will be zeroed out by the activation function.
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Linearly Bounded Precision. Finally, we want to show that the RNN requires linearly bounded
precision, i.e., there exist T0 P N and C P Rě0 such that for all y P Σ˚ with |y| ě T0, ψ pyq ď C|y|.
In the following, we write the precision required by a rational x P Q as

ψpxq def“ min
p,qPN,
p
q

“x
rlog2 ps ` rlog2 qs. (29)

Note that ψpxyq ď ψpxq ` ψpyq for all x, y P Q.
Two remarks will be important for the proof:

1. The number of bits required to represent any dimension of Vrpytq ` b is upper bounded by a
constant C 1 independent of t, given by

C 1 def“ max
yPΣ max

dPrDs
ψprVrpyq ` bsdq. (30)

2. The ReLU either leaves a dimension of the hidden state unchanged or sets it to 0, meaning it never
increases the required precision of its argument.

We show linear precision by induction over |y| for y P Σ˚ with |y| ě T0
def“ 1, choosing C as

C
def“ ψpDq ` max

i,jPrDs
ψpUijq ` max

d
ψpηdq ` C 1. (31)

• Base case: For y “ y for some y P Σ,

ψ pyq “ max
dPrDs

ψph1,dq (32a)

“ max
dPrDs

ψpReLUpUη ` Vrpyq ` bqdq (32b)

ď max
dPrDs

ψppUηqdq ` C 1 (32c)

ď max
d,i,j,PrDs

ψpDUi,jηdq ` C 1 (32d)

ď ψpDq ` max
i,jPrDs

ψpUijq ` max
dPrDs

ψpηdq ` C 1 (32e)

“ C. (32f)

• Induction step: Assume that ψ pyq ď C|y| for all y P Σ˚ with |y| “ T . Let y P Σ˚ with |y| “ T

be such a string. Then, for y1 def“ yy1 with y1 P Σ (a string of length T ` 1), we have

ψ
`
y1˘ “ max

dPrDs
ψpht`1,dq (33a)

“ max
dPrDs

ψpReLU `
Uht ` Vr

`
y1˘ ` b

˘
d
q (33b)

ď max
dPrDs

ψppUhtqdq ` C 1 (33c)

ď ψpDq ` max
i,jPrDs

ψpUijq ` max
dPrDs

ψpht´1dq
looooooomooooooon

“ψpyq

`C 1 (33d)

ď C ` C|y| (33e)

“ Cpy ` 1q (33f)

“ Cy1. (33g)

Therefore, any ReLU-activated Elman RNN over the rationals can be represented with linear
precision. Note that for t “ 0, h0 “ η, which requires constant precision depending only
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on the choice of η which is included in C, so above we actually showed a stronger bound of
ψ ptq ď Cpt ` 1q that applies to all time steps. Observe also that we use the fact that each
computational step in our model corresponds to reading a symbol in Σ; this is in contrast to models
such as those investigated in Nowak et al. (2023), which are allowed to consume the empty string ε.

■

C Proofs of Exact Simulation

Corollary 3.1. Let A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq be a trim PFSA inducing the tight LM pA. Then, there exists a
weakly equivalent, sparsemax-normalized non-linear output Elman LM.

Proof. Let pA pq,yq be A’s state–string distribution (cf. Eq. (9)). By Thm. 3.1, there exists an Elman
RNN R “ `

QD,Σ, σ,U,V,b,η
˘

with the hidden states

hpyătqpq,yq “ 1 ty “ yt´1u pA pq,yătq (34)

for all yăt P Σ˚.
We now define a simple non-linear transformation F that transforms hpyătq into values that are

later normalized to pA pyt | yătq by the sparsemax. The function F is a composition of two functions:
(1) ∥¨∥1-normalization of the hidden state and (2) linear transformation of the normalized hidden state
that sums the outgoing transitions from q P Q that emit yt. F will this take the form

F phq def“ E
h

∥h∥1
(35)

for some E P R|Σ|ˆD that we define below.
Defining h

def“ ht “ h pyătq and applying ∥¨∥1 normalization to h as h1 def“ h
∥h∥1

results in

h1
pq,yq “ 1 ty “ yt´1u pA pq,yătqř

d1 |hd1 | (36a)

“ 1 ty “ yt´1u pA pq,yătqř
qPQ,y1PΣ

ˇ̌
hpq1,y1q

ˇ̌ (36b)

“ 1 ty “ yt´1u pA pq,yătqř
q1PQ,y1PΣ 1 ty1 “ yt´1u pA pq1,yătq (36c)

“ 1 ty “ yt´1u pA pq,yătqř
q1PQ pA pq1,yătq (36d)

“ 1 ty “ yt´1u pA pq | yătq, (36e)

i.e., the h1 holds a distribution over states given all the input symbols up to time step t ´ 1. We define
E for q P Q, y P Σ, y P Σ as

Ey,pq,yq
def“
$
&
%

ř
q

y{wÝÝÑq1Pτ
w if y P Σ

ρ pqq if y “ EOS
“
#
pA py | qq if y P Σ

pA pEOS | qq if y “ EOS
. (37)
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Computing the matrix–vector product Eh1 pyătq reveals that pEh1 pyătqqy “ pA py | yătq:

`
Eh1 pyătq

˘
y

“
Dÿ

d“1

Ey,dh
1 pyătqd (38a)

“
ÿ

qPQ,yPΣ
Ey,pq,yqh1 pyătqpq,yq (38b)

“
ÿ

qPQ,yPΣ
pA py | qq1 ty “ yt´1u pA pq | yătq (38c)

“
ÿ

qPQ
pA py | qq pA pq | yătq (38d)

“
ÿ

qPQ
pA py | q,yătq pA pq | yătq (38e)

“ pA py | yătq . (38f)

The identity of the sparsemax on ∆|Σ|´1 then gives us

pRpy | yďtq def“ sparsemaxpEhpyďtqqy (39a)

“ pApy | yďtq (39b)

for all yăt P Σ˚, y P Σ. This implies by Eq. (1) that pR and pA are weakly equivalent. ■

Corollary 3.2. Let A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq be a trim PFSA inducing the tight LM pA. Then, there exists
a weakly equivalent, softmax-normalized non-linear output Elman LM with an R-valued F, where
R def“ R Y t´8,8u are the extended reals.

Proof. Like in the proof of Cor. 3.1, we construct the function F that transforms the hidden state ht´1

into |Σ| values that are later normalized into pA pyt | htq, this time with the softmax. Concretely, we
want to compute the autoregressive next-symbol probabilities pA pyt | yătq. Assuming that all values are
positive (we relax this later), we can write:

pA pyt | yătq “ pA pyătytq
pA pyătq (40a)

“
ř
qPQ pA pq,yătytqř
qPQ pA pq,yătq (40b)

“
ř
qPQ pA pq,yătq pA pyt | q,yătqř

qPQ pA pq,yătq (40c)

“
ř
qPQ pA pq,yătq pA pyt | qqř

qPQ pA pq,yătq (40d)

“ exp

˜
log

˜ÿ

qPQ
pA pq,yătq pA pyt | qq

¸
´ log

˜ÿ

qPQ
pA pq,yătq

¸¸
. (40e)

Intuitively, pA pyt | yătq can thus be computed by normalizing the values
log

´ř
qPQ pA pq,yătq pA pyt | qq

¯
´ log

´ř
qPQ pA pq,yătq

¯
for yt P Σ with the softmax. Defining the

vector vy
def“ log

´ř
qPQ pA pq,yătq pA pyt | qq

¯
´ log

´ř
qPQ pA pq,yătq

¯
for yt P Σ, we therefore have

pA pyt | yătq “ σpvqy. (41)

However, due to the invariance of the softmax to the addition of vectors of the form c ¨ 1, for any c P R,
we also have that

pA pyt | yătq “ σ

˜
v ` log

˜ÿ

qPQ
pA pq,yătq

¸
¨ 1

¸

y

. (42)
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Entries of v1 def“ v ` log
´ř

qPQ pA pq,yătq
¯

¨ 1 equal

v1
y

def“ vy ` log

˜ÿ

qPQ
pA pq,yătq

¸
“ log

˜ÿ

qPQ
pA pq,yătq pA pyt | qq

¸
. (43)

The goal, then, is to compute the values
ř
qPQ pA pq,yătq pA pyt | qq, logarithmically transform them,

and then normalize them with the softmax function. To achieve this, we take the same output matrix
E P R|Σ|ˆD as in the proof of Cor. 3.1 (cf. Eq. (37)). The matrix–vector product Eh contains the values

pEhqy “
Dÿ

d“1

E1
y,dh pyătqd (44a)

“
ÿ

qPQ,yPΣ
E1
y,pq,yqh pyătqpq,yq (44b)

“
ÿ

qPQ,yPΣ
pA py | qq1 ty “ yt´1u p pq,yătq (44c)

“
ÿ

qPQ
pA py | qq p pq,yătq . (44d)

These are the values we are interested in (from Eq. (40e)).
To allow for zero-valued arguments to the log, we now define the non-linear transformation log as

log pxqd def“
#
log pxqd if xd ą 0

´8 otherwise
. (45)

Note that the use of ´8 here is what necessitates us to require the extended reals, in contrast to in

Cor. 3.1. This motivates the definition of F : Rh Ñ R|Σ| as

F phq def“ log
`
E1h

˘
. (46)

The application of the softmax to F phq results in

pR py | yătq “ σpF phqqy (47a)

“ exp
`
log ppA pyătyqq˘ř

y1PΣ exp
`
log ppA pyăty1qq˘ (47b)

“ pA pyătyqř
y1PΣ pA pyăty1q (47c)

“ pA py | yătq , (47d)

implying that pA and pR are weakly equivalent, as desired. ■

D Proof of Approximate Simulation by Elman LMs with Softmax over the Real Numbers

Recall that we assume, without loss of generality, that for each pair of states q, q1 and each symbol y P Σ

there exists a transition q
y{wÝÝÑ q1, albeit potentially with zero weight, w “ 0. For any PFSA, we define

the following corresponding fully connected13 automaton:

Definition D.1. Given a PFSA A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq and δ P R, A’s δ-perturbed PFSA Aδ “
pΣ, Q, τδ, λ, ρδq is a fully connected PFSA derived from A by

(1.) adding δ to all transition weights and final weights and

(2.) locally re-normalizing the outgoing transition weights and the final weight of each state such that
they sum to 1.
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Algorithm 1 Conversion of a PFSA to a δ-perturbed PFSA
1. def δ-perturbed PFSA (A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq, δ):
2. τδ Ð tu
3. ρδpqq Ð 0 @q P Q
4. for q y{wÝÝÑ q1 P A :
5. wδ Ð w`δ

1`p|Σ||Q|`1qδ
6. Add transition q

y{wδÝÝÝÑ q1 to τδ.
7. for q P Q :
8. ρδpqq Ð ρpqq`δ

1`p|Σ||Q|`1qδ
9. Aδ Ð pΣ, Q, τδ, λ, ρδq

10. return Aδ

See Alg. 1 for the pseudocode of transforming a PFSA to a δ-perturbed PFSA.

Definition D.2. Given two LMs p and q over Σ˚ and a subset S Ă Σ˚, the restricted TVD on S is defined as

TVDSpp, qq def“ 1

2

ÿ

yPS
|ppyq ´ qpyq|. (48)

Lemma D.1. Let A “ pΣ, Q, τ, λ, ρq be a PFSA inducing the LM pA and Aδ A’s δ-perturbed PFSA
inducing the LM pAδ

for some δ P R.14 For any finite subset of strings S Ă Σ˚, we have that the restricted
total variation distance TVDSppA, pAδ

q is continuous at δ “ 0.

Proof. Let P pyq be the set of all paths in A that accept y. Because A and Aδ have the same topology, we
will also use P pyq for the set of all strings in Aδ that accept y. Note that φppq is a finite set since both A
and Aδ is a real-time PFSA. Now, to show that TVDppA, pAδ

q is continuous at δ “ 0, we need to show
limδÑ0 TVDSppA, pAδ

q exists. This follows directly from the following manipulations:

lim
δÑ0

TVDSppA, pAδ
q “ lim

δÑ0

1

2

ÿ

yPS
|pApyq ´ pAδ

pyq| (49a)

“ lim
δÑ0

1

2

ÿ

yPS

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn ´
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wδn

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ (49b)

“ lim
δÑ0

1

2

ÿ

yPS

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn ´
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn ` δ

1 ` δp|Σ||Q| ` 1q

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ (49c)

“ 1

2

ÿ

yPS

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn ´
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn ` limδÑ0 δ

1 ` limδÑ0 δp|Σ||Q| ` 1q

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ (49d)

“ 1

2

ÿ

yPS

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn ´
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn ` 0

1 ` 0

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ (49e)

“ 1

2

ÿ

yPS

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn ´
ÿ

pPP pyq

|y|`1ź

n“0

wn

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ (49f)

“ 0, (49g)

13Fully connected here means the PFSA has nonzero transition probability for all symbols between all pairs of strings, and
nonzero final weights for all states.

14In this paper, we are only interested in small δ ą 0. However, the weighted automaton Aδ is well defined for any δ P R,
albeit with negative weights in some cases. In the case of negative weights, Aδ is no longer a probabilistic FSA.
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where the step from Eq. (49d) to Eq. (49c) follows from the basic limit laws (continuous functions preserve
limits), as desired. ■

Lemma D.2. Let A be a trim PFSA inducing the LM pA. For any ϵ ą 0, we can partition the set of all
strings Σ˚ into a finite set S and its complement Σ˚zS such that pA pΣ˚zSq “ ř

yPΣ˚zS
pApyq ă ϵ.

Proof. By Du et al. (2023, Thm 5.3), a PFSA induces a tight language model if and only if every accessible
state is also co-accessible. Thus, because we assume A is trim, the above-stated condition holds and pA is
tight. Moreover, because pA is tight, we have

1 “
ÿ

yPΣ˚
pApyq “

8ÿ

n“0

ÿ

yPΣn

pApyq (50)

Since the infinite sum converges, we have that for any ϵ ą 0, there exists an M ă 8 such that

8ÿ

n“M`1

ÿ

yPΣn

pApyq ă ϵ (51)

and thus ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ1 ´

Mÿ

n“0

ÿ

yPΣn

pApyq
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ ă ϵ. (52)

Defining S def“ ŤM
n“0Σ

n completes the proof since
řM
n“0

ř
yPΣn pApyq “ ř

yPS pApyq ě 1 ´ ϵ andř
yPΣ˚zS pApyq ă ϵ. ■

Theorem D.1. For any PFSA A inducing the LM pA and any ϵ ą 0, there exists a rational η ą 0 such
that TVDppA, pAηq ă ϵ, where pAη is the LM of Aη, the η-perturbed A.

Proof. Let ϵ ą 0. Choose a finite set S Ă Σ˚ such that ppSq ą 1´ ϵ
2 and ppΣ˚zSq ă ϵ

2 . By Lem. D.2, we
can always find such a set S. Next, by Lem. D.1, TVDSppA, pAδ

q : R Ñ R is continuous at δ “ 0. Thus,
there exists a δ1 such that |η ´ 0| ă δ1 implies TVDSppA, pAηq ă ϵ

4 . Choose a rational η positive such
that η ă δ1. Next, we partition TVDppA, pAηq into three additive terms and bound each term individually

TVDppA, pAηq “ 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚
|pApyq ´ pAηpyq| (53a)

“ 1

2

ÿ

yPS
|pApyq ´ pAηpyq| ` 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚zS
|pApyq ´ pAηpyq| (53b)

ď 1

2

ÿ

yPS
|pApyq ´ pAηpyq| ` 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚zS
|pApyq| ` 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚zS
|pAηpyq| (53c)

“ 1

2

ÿ

yPS
|pApyq ´ pAηpyq|

looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
ăϵ{4

`1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚zS
pApyq

loooooomoooooon
ăϵ{2

`1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚zS
pAηpyq

looooooomooooooon
ăϵ

(53d)

ă 1

4
ϵ` 1

4
ϵ` 1

2
ϵ (53e)

“ ϵ, (53f)

where, in the step from Eq. (53d) to Eq. (53e), the first two terms are bounded by the choice of S while
the bound on the third term follows from the claim below. This proves the result. ■

Claim D.1. We claim that ϵ ą pAηpΣ˚zSq.
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Proof. The proof follows from simple manipulations:

ϵ

4
ą TVDSppA, pAηq “ 1

2

ÿ

yPS

ˇ̌
pApyq ´ pAηpyqˇ̌ ě 1

2

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ
ÿ

yPS

`
pApyq ´ pAηpyq˘

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ (54a)

“ 1

2

ˇ̌
pApSq ´ pAηpSqˇ̌ “ 1

2

ˇ̌
1 ´ pApΣ˚zSq ´ 1 ´ pAηpΣ˚zSqˇ̌ (54b)

“ 1

2

ˇ̌
pApΣ˚zSq ´ pAηpΣ˚zSqˇ̌ . (54c)

This results in ϵ
2 ą ˇ̌

pApΣ˚zSq ´ pAηpΣ˚zSqˇ̌. Additionally, we have ϵ
2 ą |pApΣ˚zSq|. Summing these

together, we arrive at

ϵ ą ˇ̌
pApΣ˚zSq ´ pAηpΣ˚zSqˇ̌ ` |pApΣ˚zSq| (55a)

ě ˇ̌
pApΣ˚zSq ´ pAηpΣ˚zSq ` pApΣ˚zSqˇ̌ “ ˇ̌

pAηpΣ˚zSqˇ̌ (55b)

Thus, we arrive at ϵ ą pAηpΣ˚zSq. ■

Next, we define the notion of Lipschitz continuity.
Definition D.3. Let K Ď RN be a subset of RN . A mapping f : K Ñ RM is Lipschitz (or L-Lipschitz)
with respect to a norm } ¨ }p if there exists a constant L ą 0 such that for all x,y P K,

}fpxq ´ fpyq}2 ď L}x ´ y}2. (56)

Proposition D.1 (Gao and Pavel (2018)). The softmax function σ is λ-Lipschitz with respect to } ¨ }2 i.e.,
for all x,x1 P RN ,

}σpxq ´ σpx1q}2 ď λ}x ´ x1}2, (57)

where λ is the inverse temperature parameter as defined in Eq. (12).
Softmax-normalized Elman LMs (cf. Def. 2.5) define the conditional next-symbol probabilities

p pyt | yătq by normalizing F ph pyătqq. To abstract away the particular hidden states and their transfor-
mations, we now introduce the following definition.
Definition D.4. Let y P Σ˚ be a string of length T . Let X P RDˆpT`1q be a matrix of T`1 column
vectors of size D:

X
def“
»
–

| | |
xp1q xp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ xpT`1q

| | |

fi
fl . (58)

Define the function fy : RDˆpT`1q Ñ r0, 1s that induces an autoregressive LM p:

fypXq “ ppEOS | yq
Tź

t“1

ppyt | yătq (59a)

“ σpxpT`1qqEOS

Tź

t“1

σpxptqqyt (59b)

“
T`1ź

t“1

σpxptqqyt (59c)

def“
T`1ź

t“1

expxptqytř
yPΣ expxptqy , (59d)

where yT`1
def“ EOS.

Lemma D.3. The function fy from Def. D.4 is Lipschitz continuous with respect to || ¨ ||8 with Lipschitz
constant Ly “ O p|y|q, which, as the notation suggests, depends on the string y.

Proof. The function fypXq is a product of softmax functions. Therefore, we divide the proof into two
Steps. In Step 1, we start by showing that a single softmax σ is Lipschitz continuous with respect to || ¨ ||8.
In Step 2, we show that products of softmax functions, e.g., fypXq, are Lipschitz continuous by induction.
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Step 1: Lipschitz continuity of σ. Prop. D.1 states that σ : RN Ñ RN is Lipschitz with respect to
the norm || ¨ ||2, with Lipschitz constant λ. This implies the following inequality

|σpxqn ´ σpyqn| ď λ||x ´ y||2 @n P N. (60)

We generalize this result to || ¨ ||8 (and, indeed, all norms on RN ) by noting the equivalence of norms on
finite-dimensional vector spaces, i.e., there exists a constant C such that ||x||2 ď C||x||8 for all x P RN .
Thus, we get

|σpxqn ´ σpyqn| ď λ||x ´ y||2 ď Cλloomoon
def“Lσ

||x ´ y||8. (61)

Taking a max over the left-hand side of Eq. (61), we get

||σpxq ´ σpyq||8 ď Lσ||x ´ y||8. (62)

Step 2: Lipschitz continuity of fypXq. The function fypXq, as defined in Eq. (59c) is a product of
T ` 1 softmax functions. By definition, each component of the softmax σd for d P rDs has a bounded
range r0, 1s. We now prove by induction that the product of T softmax functions is Lipschitz continuous.
Define fN : RDˆT`1 Ñ R as fN pXq def“ śN

t“1 }σpxptqq}8, where N ď T`1 and xptq is the tth column
vector of X. Clearly, fT pXq upper bounds fypXq.

• Base case: For N “ 1, f1pXq “ }σpxp1qq}8. Therefore,

|f1pXq ´ f1pYq| “ }σpxp1q ´ yp1qq}8 ď Lσ}xp1q ´ yp1q}, (63)

where Lσ is the Lipschitz constant as shown in Step 1. Note that xp1q and yp1q are submatrices
of X and Y, respectively, so }xp1q ´ yp1q}8 ď }X ´ Y}8. Therefore,

|f1pXq ´ f1pYq| ď Lσ}X ´ Y}8. (64)

• Induction step: Assume that for N , fN pXq “ śN
t“1 }σpxptqq}8 is Lipschitz with constant NLσ.

We show that fN pXq “ śN`1
t“1 }σpxptqq}8 is Lipschitz with constant pN`1qLσ.

Consider X,Y P RDˆT`1. By the definition of f ,

|fN`1pXq ´ fN`1pYq| (65a)

“ |fN pXq}σpxpN`1qq}8 ´ fN pYq}σpypN`1qq}8| (65b)

“ |fN pXqp}σpxpN`1qq}8 ´ }σpypN`1qq}8q ` pfN pXq ´ fN pYqq}σpxpN`1qq}8| (65c)

ď |fN pXq||}σpxpN`1qq}8 ´ }σpypN`1qq}8| ` |fN pXq ´ fN pYq|}σpxpN`1qq}8 (65d)

ď |}σpxpN`1qq}8 ´ }σpypN`1qq}8| ` |fN pXq ´ fN pYq| (65e)

ď |}σpxpN`1qq ´ σpypN`1qq}8| ` |fN pXq ´ fN pYq| (65f)

ď Lσ}xpN`1q ´ ypN`1qq}8 ` |fN pXq ´ fN pYq| (65g)

ď Lσ}xpN`1q ´ ypN`1qq}8 `NLσ}X ´ Y}8 (65h)

ď Lσ}X ´ Y}8 `NLσ}X ´ Y}8 (65i)

“ pN ` 1qLσ}X ´ Y}8, (65j)

where in Eq. (65e) we use the fact that }σp¨q}8 ď 1, and hence also fN pXq ď 1 for all N P N. In
Eq. (65f), we use the inverse triangle inequality, in Eq. (65g) we use the result from Step 1, and
in Eq. (65h), we use the induction hypothesis. Finally, in Eq. (65i), we use the fact that the infinity
norm of a matrix bounds the infinity norm of a subset of that matrix.

Thus, for y P Σ˚, we have fy is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant Ly “ |T`1|Lσ “
|T`1|Cλ “ O p|y|q. ■
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Theorem 4.1. For any PFSA A with induced LM pA and any ϵ ą 0, there exists a ReLU-activated non-
linear output Elman LM pR with an R-vector-valued function F : RD Ñ RD such that TVDppA, pRq ă ϵ.

Proof. Let A be a PFSA with induced LM pA, and be the LM induced by the A and ϵ ą 0. By Thm. D.1,
we can construct an η-perturbed PFSA Aη inducing the full-support LM pAη such that TVDppA, pAηq ă ϵ.
Using the same construction as that in the proof of Cor. 3.2, except that we replace log in Eq. (45) with
log, we can construct a non-linear output Elman LM pR (the Elman RNN identical to the one in Thm. 3.1)
that is weakly equivalent to the full-support pAη . This is because, since pAη has full support, all outputs
of F are positive, and for any x ą 0, logpxq “ logpxq. We then have that

TVDppA, pRq ď TVDppA, pAηqlooooooomooooooon
ăε

` TVDppAη , pRqlooooooomooooooon
“0

ă ε, (66)

which finishes the proof. ■

E Proof of Approximate Simulation by Softmax-normalized, Deep Output Elman LMs

Theorem 4.2. Let pA be a regular LM induced by a PFSA A and let ϵ ą 0. Then, there exists a
ReLU-activated, softmax-normalized deep output Elman LM pR such that TVDppA, pRq ă ϵ.

Proof. Fix ϵ ą 0 and let pAδ
be the language model induced from a δ-perturbation of a PFSA A

weakly equivalent to pA; we will specify δ at a later point in the proof. Our goal is to show that there
exists a ReLU-activated, softmax-normalized deep output Elman LM pR such that TVDppA, pRq “
1
2

ř
yPΣ˚ |pApyq ´ pRpyq|. The RNN R will be the same as the one in Thm. 3.1; we only seek to

approximate the output function of the Elman LM. To do so, we first partition TVDppA, pRq into four
additive terms and bound each term individually:

TVDppA, pRq “ 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚
|pApyq ´ pRpyq| (67a)

“ 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚
|pApyq ´ pAδ

pyq ` pAδ
pyq ´ pRpyq| (67b)

ď 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚
|pApyq ´ pAδ

pyq| ` 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚
|pAδ

pyq ´ pRpyq| (67c)

“ 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚
|pApyq ´ pAδ

pyq| ` 1

2

ÿ

yPS
|pAδ

pyq ´ pRpyq| ` 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚zS
|pAδ

pyq ´ pRpyq| (67d)

ď 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚
|pApyq ´ pAδ

pyq|
loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

ă ϵ
4

by Step 1

` 1

2

ÿ

yPS
|pAδ

pyq ´ pRpyq|
looooooooooooomooooooooooooon

ă ϵ
4

by Step 2

` 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚zS
|pAδ

pyq|
looooooooomooooooooon

ă ϵ
4

by Step 3

` 1

2

ÿ

yPΣ˚zS
|pRpyq|

looooooooomooooooooon
ă ϵ

4
by Step 4

ă ϵ. (67e)

The bounds are shown in the corresponding steps below.

Caution: Steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 all depend on δ, and Steps 2, 3, and 4 all depend on S. To decouple the
individual steps (for expository purposes), in each step, we will choose a separate δi and then assign
δ “ minpδ1, δ2, δ3, δ4q and a separate set Si and then assign S “ S2 Y S3 Y S4.

Step 1. By Thm. D.1, we can choose a δ1 such that 1
2

ř
yPΣ˚ |pApyq ´ pAδ1

pyq| ă ϵ
4 .
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Step 2. Let S2 be any finite subset of Σ˚ and choose δ2 P p0, 1q arbitrarily. We first note that the
δ2-perturbed language model pAδ2

can be written as follows

pAδ2
pyq “ pAδ2

pEOS | yq
Tź

t“1

pAδ2
pyt | yătq (68a)

“ σplogpEhpyqqqEOS

Tź

t“1

σplogpEhpyătqqqyt . (68b)

Moreover, since pAδ2
is induced from an δ2-perturbed PFSA, hpyqq ą 0 for all q P Q and all y P Σ˚.

Next, define the following constants

ξ1
def“ min

yPS2

min
qPQ hpyqq ą 0 (69a)

ξ2
def“ min

yPS2

min
yPΣ

logpEhpyqqy ă 0 (69b)

Finally, we will define
L “ max

yPS2

Ly (70)

where Ly is the Lipschitz constant of the function fy (cf. Def. D.4) given in Lem. D.3. Our goal is to
find a ReLU MLP F that is an arbitrarily good approximator of h ÞÑ logpEhq : rξ1, 1s|Q| Ñ rξ2, 0s|Σ|
where the log is applied element-wise. Because rξ1, 1s|Q| Q h ÞÑ logpEhq is continuous and its domain is
compact, Thm. 2.1 tells us there does exist a one-layer MLP F1 such that the following bound holds

max
hPrξ1,1s|Q|

|| logpEhq ´ F1phq||8 ă ϵ

2L|S| (71)

In order to make sure that the one-layer MLP F only receives inputs in its domain rξ1, 1s|Q|, we compose
F1 with another ReLU layer F2 defined element-wise as follows

F2phqi def“ ReLUp0,hi ´ ξ1q ` ξ1 (72)

which computes the function maxpξ1, xq. Because of the definition of ξi in Eq. (69a), the composition
of F1 with F2 has no effect on arguments taken from the set thpyq | y P S2u. Now, define Fphq def“
F1pF2phqq. Then, making use of the finiteness of S2, for any y P S2, we have that fy is Ly-Lipschitz
continuous and a fortiori L-Lipschitz continuous by Lem. D.1. Combining the result with the Eq. (71),
we have that

|fyplogEhpyqq ´ fypF phpyqqq| ă ϵ

2L|S2|L “ ϵ

2|S2| (73)

which, with no more than an adjustment of notation (see Def. D.4), tells us that

|pAδ2
pyq ´ pRpyq| ă ϵ

2L|S2|L “ ϵ

2|S2| (74)

Because we chose a finite set S2 of strings, we arrive at the following bound

1

2

ÿ

yPS2

|pAδ2
pyq ´ pRpyq| ă 1

2

ÿ

yPS2

ϵ

|S2| “ 1

2
|S2| ϵ

2|S2| “ ϵ

4
(75)

as desired.

Step 3. Again by Thm. D.1, we can choose δ3 such that 1
2

ř
yPΣ˚ |pApyq ´ pAδ3

pyq| ă ϵ
8 . The proof

of Thm. D.1 yields a set S3 such that pApS3q “ 1 ´ ϵ
16 . Then, we can apply Claim D.1, which says

ϵ
2 ą pAδ3

pΣ˚zS3q.
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Step 4. By Step 2, for any finite set S4 Ă Σ˚, we can choose a δ4 ą 0 such that ϵ
8 ą

1
2

ř
yPS4

ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pyq ´ pRpyq
ˇ̌
ˇ. Then, consider the following chain of inequalities

ϵ

8
ą 1

2

ÿ

yPS4

ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pyq ´ pRpyq
ˇ̌
ˇ (76a)

ě 1

2

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ
ÿ

yPS4

´
pAδ4

pyq ´ pRpyq
¯ˇ̌ˇ̌
ˇ (76b)

“ 1

2

ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pS4q ´ pRpS4qq
ˇ̌
ˇ (76c)

“ 1

2

ˇ̌
ˇ1 ´ pAδ4

pΣ˚zS4q ´ p1 ´ pRpΣ˚zS4qq
ˇ̌
ˇ (76d)

“ 1

2

ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pΣ˚zS4q ´ pRpΣ˚zS4q
ˇ̌
ˇ . (76e)

This results in ϵ
4 ą

ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pΣ˚zS4q ´ pRpΣ˚zS4q
ˇ̌
ˇ.

So far, we only required S4 to be finite but did not fix its value. Now, by Claim D.1, we can choose S4
such that we have ϵ

4 ą
ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pΣ˚zS4q
ˇ̌
ˇ. Summing both of these together, we arrive at

ϵ

2
ą
ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pΣ˚zS4q ´ pRpΣ˚zS4q
ˇ̌
ˇ `

ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pΣ˚zS4q
ˇ̌
ˇ (77a)

ě
ˇ̌
ˇpAδ4

pΣ˚zS4q ´ pRpΣ˚zS4q ` pAδ4
pΣ˚zS4q

ˇ̌
ˇ “ |pRpΣ˚zS4q| . (77b)

Thus, we have ϵ
2 ą pRpΣ˚zS4q because probabilities are non-negative.

■
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